
Moore Seed Farm, LLC 
Grower of quality seeds since 1937 

 
 

General Rules of Employment: Not following the rules could lead to termination.  
 

1.)           The bus loads and work begins at 8:00 am. We recommend arriving about 7:45 
am. We work until approximately 3:30 pm. There may be days that you are done early, 
and days that you will be late. It is your responsibility to check in with your crew leader 
upon arrival and after lunch.  

2.)           We work SIX DAYS A WEEK, rain or shine. If crews are necessary on a Sunday, they 
will be volunteer based only (not required) and will earn time and a half.  

3.)           This is a seasonal at-will employment opportunity. Both you as the employee, as 
well as Moore Seed Farm, reserve the right to terminate employment at any time.  

4.)            If you know that you are unable to make it in advance, please tell your field 
manager or speak with someone in the office. Prescheduled obligations, family 
vacations, etc., will be accommodated to the best of our ability but need to be 
communicated. If not communicated with management, they will be considered 
unexcused. Call-in’s will be accepted, as long as you call by 7:30 am the day of your shift.  

5.)             Unexcused absences will not be tolerated. Consider yourself on a three-strike 
basis in which the third strike will result in termination.  

6.)              Respect your field manager and crew members at all times. Listen to the 
directions given and follow instructions. If you have a concern, bring it up to the field 
manager. If it is not resolved, come to someone in the office.  

7.)              Excessive profanity, disruptive behavior, or verbal/physical harassment or assault 
will not be tolerated and will result in termination.  

8.)              Closed toe shoes must be worn at all times. No sandals.  

9.)              Every employee is offered a ½ hour lunch break & periodic water breaks. We 
recommend packing a lunch in a cooler.  

10.) Drinks in the field are welcome; however, you must have both hands free at all 
times (you can carry a backpack/sling). Water will be provided onsite.  

11.) No phone calls, texting, social media, etc in the fields.  

12.) Listening to music is up to your field manager, but needs to be appropriate for a 
work environment. If the field manager approves, blue tooth speakers/hands free 
devices are ok. All employees must keep at least one ear free so they can hear 
instruction.  

13.) No smoking on the clock. If you are of the legal age (18) you are permitted to 
smoke in designated areas while on break. This also applies E-Cigarettes or Vapors of 
any kind. This include non-nicotine varieties. Use or sight of illegal drugs and alcohol will 
not be tolerated, and you will be terminated immediately.  

14.) Check the weather! We work rain or shine. Please remember that just because it 
is raining at your house, does not mean that it is raining at the farm (and vice versa). In 
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case of an electrical storm, we will delay field work until the storm clears. We 
recommend purchasing rain gear.  

15.) Pay checks will be available for you Saturday, after your shift. If you are planning 
to be gone, you can pick up your check when you return, or request that it be mailed to 
your house.  

16.) All legal and/or tax forms must be completed accurately and returned within 
three business days of your hire date.  

17.) MSF is not responsible for anything that is lost or stolen. If you have something 
of value and nowhere safe to put it, the office will hold it for you. A lost in found will be 
kept for a minimum of two weeks after the season.  

18.) If you cause any damage to farm property (including equipment, vehicles, etc), 
you will be terminated and held responsible  

 
 

All Employees will be provided a copy of the rules sheet which will need to be signed 

and returned to the office. Employees under the age of 18 will also require a 

parent/guardian signature.  


